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GSC02050-00745: A NEW RR LYRAE STAR WITH BLAZHKO EFFECTANTIPIN, S. V.1;2; SOKOLOVSKY, K. V.1; LEBEDEV, A. A.11 Sternberg Astronomial Institute, 13, University Ave., Mosow 119992, Russia; e-mail: antipin�sai.msu.ru2 Institute of Astronomy, Russian Aademy of Sienes, 48, Pyatnitskaya Str., Mosow 119017, Russia
The variability of GSC02050-00745 (� = 16h18m34:s35, Æ = +27Æ28013:003 (J2000.0)) wasdisovered and initially investigated on the plates of Mosow olletion taken with the40-m astrograph in Crimea. The phased light urve based on the photographi observa-tions (206 estimates, JD2441829{49930) is given in Fig. 1. The urve's shape and periodpermit us to onsider the new variable as an RR Lyrae type star with some peuliarity.The satter on this phased urve is fairly large both in maximum (lose to phase 0.0) andin minimum, suggesting some modulation, suh as multimodality or Blazhko e�et. Tostudy the e�et in more detail, we undertook additional CCD observations.Our CCD photometry was arried out using a Pitor 416XTE amera at the 50-mreetor of the Crimean Laboratory (Sternberg Astronomial Institute). The observationsin the Johnson V band ontinued for two years. 778 brightness measurements wereobtained on 10 nights in 2004 (July 5{28, JD2453192{215), and additional 467 on 10nights in 2005 (June 30 { July 20, JD2453552{572). The images were dark subtrated, at-�elded and analyzed with the aperture photometry pakage developed by V.P. Goranskij.The omparison and hek stars are marked in Fig. 2. The auray of our photometry is0:m02.The phased light urves for two sets of CCD observations are shown in Fig. 3. Thelight elements are the following:Max = HJD2453558:37 + 0:d508646� E:Signi�ant hanges of the light urve shape and the amplitude of the variability (from0:m93 in 2004 to 1:m34 in 2005) are learly seen. The maximum brightness also shows night-to-night hanges whih is evident in both sets of observations (Fig. 4). This behaviour ismost resembling to RR Lyrae stars with Blazhko e�et. To prove the periodi nature ofthe e�et and to determine the period of the modulation further observations are needed.The only statement we an make now is that the Blazhko period is fairly long, onsiderablylonger than the intervals of the observations in eah of the two seasons. Note that the twosets of observations were not speially planned for maximum and minimum amplitudelight variation, thus the total e�et may be even more signi�ant.
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Finally, all our CCD observations were analyzed with the pakage VAST developed bySokolovsky & Lebedev (2005) whih aims to detet new variable stars on series of CCDimages. This investigation resulted in the disovery of a new elipsing variable USNO-B1.0 1175-0308984 (� = 16h18m26:s91, Æ = +27Æ33015:007 (J2000.0), marked in Fig. 2 asEW). The star is an EW variable with the following light elements:MinI = HJD2453214:387 + 0:d336486� E:The orresponding phased light urve is given in Fig. 5.

Figure 1. GSC 02050-00745. The photographi phased light urve.

Figure 2. A V-band image (120x 80) of the �eld around GSC 02050-00745 (RRAB). The omparison(omp), the hek (hek) stars and the newly disovered elipsing variable (EW) are marked.
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Figure 3. GSC 02050-00745. The phased light urves based on CCD observations. Two bottom panelsshow separate light urves for the seasons of 2004 and 2005. The hanges of the light urve shape and ofthe amplitude of variability are learly seen.

Figure 4. GSC 02050-00745. Night-to-night variations in the height of maxima for the two seasons ofobservations.
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Figure 5. USNO-B1.0 1175-0308984. The phased light urve of the newly disovered elipsing variable.
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